Sequence-dependent antitumor activity of paclitaxel (taxol) and cisplatin in vivo.
The established antitumor efficacy of paclitaxel and cisplatin as single agents and their distinctly different mechanisms of action have prompted laboratory and clinical research into their use in combination. Our in vivo study was performed to investigate the importance of sequence of administration and inter-agent interval. C3Hf/Kam mice bearing OCa-I tumors received paclitaxel and cisplatin. The antitumor efficacy of the combination, measured as re-growth delay and expressed as the enhancement factor (EF), was determined for inter-agent intervals of 1, 9, 24, 48 and 72 hr. Morphometric analysis was used to determine the contribution of induced apoptosis. Our findings showed an additive effect when cisplatin preceded paclitaxel by 1 and 24 hr, producing EF of 1.1 and 1.0, respectively, and a greater than additive effect for 9 and 48 hr, producing EF of 1.3 and 1.8, respectively. This sequence, however, was associated with significant morbidity and mortality. When paclitaxel preceded cisplatin the effect was greater than additive with the EF for 1, 9 and 24 hr, being 1.2, 1.5 and 1.5, respectively, and increasing to a maximum of 1.9 at 48 hr. Thus, for this combination, the therapeutic ratio was improved when paclitaxel preceded cisplatin and was greatest when a 48 hr interval was allowed between drugs. We were unable to attribute the efficacy of the drug combination to increased induction of apoptosis and suggest other possible mechanisms.